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Infrared spectroscopy of single biological cells could potentially be invaluable in the field of
spectroscopic cytology or in monitoring drug-cell interaction, associated with personalised
medicine or new drug development. However, in order for the technique to be successful,
practitioners must be able to extract reliably a pure absorption spectrum from a measured
spectrum that often contains many confounding factors. The most intractable problem to date
is the, so called, dispersion artefact which most prominently manifests itself as a sharp
decrease in absorbance on the high wavenumber side of the amide I band in the measured IR
spectrum. In order to successfully correct for this artefact we must first understand its origins.
In this work we go back to basics and measure spectra from single isolated monodispersed
PMMA microspheres. Using spheres of systematically varying size, but with identical
chemical composition we have been able to model the spectral distortions arising from
scattering effects. We demonstrate that the spectral distortions in the data can be understood
in terms of resonant Mie scattering (RMieS).
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